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DREAL
REDESIGN OF A RECIPIENT PRESENTING SAMPLE OF NA-
TURAL MATERIALS
(for personnal and profesionnal use)

The DREAL had imposed a bill of specifications, that 
constrained and stimulated us in our approach.

The object had to be a support of presentation to samples of 
materials of natural origin (aggregated straw, hemp, recycled 
textile, cotton wool...) that weren’t all in solid form. The price 
of the whole process of fabrication and materials had to stay 
under 100€. All pieces (most of them in wood) are put together 
in very simple ways.

The device had to be simple to use and to understand, and it 
had to contain informations of the materials presented (price 
range, use, pros and cons...) 

Bio-based materials are mainly used in insulation, which is 
why we chose this house-like shape. 

We had the chance to work on almost all the production line, 
as a member of our group did a month-long internship among 
the DREAL team and carried the project even further. It is now 
in production for  sixty pieces, that will be distributed in all 
DREALs of France.  

As a group, we executed a work on a coherent storyline, and 
then of a small visual communication, including booklets, 
business cards... We also worked on wood, through the many 
models we had to make to fix the details. 

2016-2017, Threeway project
(with Oriane Rainero and Pierre Fournier)
Prizewinning project, produced in partnership with the DREAL Centre Val-De-Loire 
(Regional Direction of the Environement, Construction and Housing)

1.DREAL’s existing object
2. Our finak object
3.4. How to open the box
5. The inside of the object, with the samples
6.Detail 
7.Booklet presenting the different samples.
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ALCHI LAB
EXPERIMENTATIONS BASED UPON BIO-COMPOSED
 MATERIALS AND THEIR PRODUCTION PROCESS

With this project, we lead a reflexion on the creation of new 
materials.
In this perspective, we’ve made some research on the 
composition of natural based materials, but also on how they 
were made. For our project, we wanted an easy and local 
material, that could be made by anyone. 

Using domestic waste, we thought of how we could offer an 
accessible space to work. 

We made some samples, switching ingredients and learning 
each time about a new result, using coffee waste and flour 
glue, but also pistachio shells, until we discovered milk stone. 
Made of milk, we used it as a main component, making it 
bigger by adding vegetal fibers and crushed peanut shells.

We were really confronted to the material and to the problems 
linked to the realisation of a viable material (we were 
sometimes bothered by the limits of the milk stone, and by its 
drying time.)

After having experimented some materials to use as molds, 
(plaster, silicone, metal cake mold, wood), we advanced in 
our research with baby steps, but ended with a very dense 
material, resistant, that could be molded and cut and polished 
once it was dry.

2017-2018
With Chloé Lesseur

1.Milk stone brick, with leeks and peanuts, in its wood mold.
2.Zoom on the texture
3.Milk stone and bamboo leaves
4.Milk stone bowl, with vegetal fibers and peanut shells, in its plaster mold.
5.Differents bowls that were molded
6.The left bowl is colored with curry powder, while the right one is colored with 
cinamonn. 
7. 200g sample, each extracted from a liter of milk. From left to right, with crushed 
peanuts and milk stone, vegetal fibers and milk stone, and the only milk stone.
8.Test on forms
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IMPLANT’ACTION
OR HOW TO SENSITIZE INHABITANTS OF SEMI-RURAL 
ZONES TO BIODIVERSITY THROUGH A MOBILE DEVICE 

Implant’action is a device that goes to meet inhabitants of 
rural and semi-rural zones, in order to raise awareness to 
the question of biodiversity (fight against pesticides, help to 
promote free farmer seeds). We used the town of Meung-Sur-
Loire (France, Loiret) as a example, in which we could base 
our project. 

The device includes a moving seed library, transporting a 
reserve of various and local seeds, encouraging people to 
plant them, harvest them, and this way form their very own 
seed library. The seed library is moved around town, offering 
documents on how to garden, or on the seeds.

It also contains a moving workshop, that offers activities on 
abandoned areas, to create a shared project, to the service of 
the community (a shared garden, a bread oven ... the nature 
of each project is based upon the needs of each community).

2017-2018
With Axelle Gallou
Parternship created with the association Loiret, Nature et environnement

1.Wilderness of Meung-sur-Loire
2.Example of how the moving workshop can be used
3.1:20 model of the moving workshop 
4.Silkscreen poster of the project
5.Plans of the workshop
6.View of the model
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1.Plans of the seed library
2.The seed library going around town 
3.1:1 Model of the seed library, made with collected wood and PVC tubes
4.During the workshop, people can create whatever object they deem interesting or 
necessary to the community
5.The seed library being presented to some curious bystander
6.Details of the wood cladding
7.Detail of the garden
8.PVC tubes drying after being painted



CANDLES
MODULAR SYSTEM OF CANDLES FOR GATHERINGS 

These candles are modular, they can be placed on top of ano-
ther thanks to their crenels. They can always be put together 
even if we turn them over. 

They can be used in a event, as a celebration or a commemo-
ration, to offer the possibility to the people to create something 
together, shared, where everyone helps by bringing its candle. 

This project made me carry out a full design process, from 
the research to the production of a small serie of candles (25 
pieces where molded). I went through  a stop of silicone mol-
ding, and 3D printing a master of the candle.

2016-2017

1.Sketch
2.Research of a profile
3.3D rendering of a candle on Autocad
4.Plans
5.Silicon mold and 3D printed form
6.Candles put on top of one another
7.Example of empilement
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PITAYA
SERIE OF GLASS AND PLASTER VASES

Composedd of colored glass tubes and of a plaster base, 
Pitaya plays with reflections and shadows that come out of 
these mixed colors. 

Four vases are planned, and are all based on a rythm created 
by the difference of size, diameter and color of the tubes. 
The big ones (50mm of diameter and 300mm of height), are 
orange, yellow or pink, whereas the smaller ones (30mm or 
diameter and 240 of height) are always blue, seemingly stuck 
between the big ones. 

The first vase is composed of a big pink tube, surrounded by 
four smaller ones, put on the white base. The second one is 
made of two yellow and pink tubes, and of two blue tubes. 
The third one, with two orange et yellow tubes, and of six blue 
ones, coming all around towards the outside. The fourth one, 
represented here, is composed of three big tubes, yellow, pink 
and orange, and of four blue ones. 

2017-2018

1.3D rendering of the 4th vase
2.Chromatic research 
3.Detail of the 4th vase 
4.Detail of the base of the 4th vase
5.Chromatic research
6.1:1 model in translucid paper
7.Paper models of the base, trying to choose a pattern or not
8.Research sketch
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TONGKONAN
STUDY OF A VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

This project is a study of a vernacular architecture,
conducted on a semester, in a group of two. 

We chose to work on a indonesian architecture named tong-
konan, from the toraja people.
We had to do a model in white cardboard, at a 1:100
scale, so we had to summarize the forms and plans, and add 
the texture of the materials used with drawing.
We also had to make cross-sections and plans, and then 
finally a model of the architecture using if possible the real 
materials, at a 1:50 scale, in a exploded way, so it could be 
possible to see the structure of the house. 

2016-2017
With Chloé Lesseur

1.Front view of the 1:50 model
2.Cardboard model 1:100
3.Axonometry hand drawing 
4.Detail of the roof
5. Front elevation of the tongkonan
6. Cross-section 
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GRAVITY ZERO
OR HOW TO COOK ON A SPACE SHUTTLE 

It’s a famous myth that up in space, astronauts often lose 
a part of their taste. But what they do lose, is the ritual of 
cooking and preparing a meal. 

We offer here an experience, that allows them to rediscover 
conviviality and sharing around a meal, in the simple action of 
making it, together. 

This is a prospective project, in which we imagine that astro-
naut have fresh vegetables and ingredients to cook. 

This «kitchen» is thought for two people. Indeed,the object is 
constructed following two contraints : the first one being that 
astronauts have to keep a hand on a steady place at all time 
so they don’t float away, meaning they only have one free 
hand, and the second is related to the danger and risks that 
blades in a zero gravity space can represent.

We’ve determined a list of actions that we thought were 
elementary to cook : cut, peel, and spread. These actions are 
divided in several places in our  «kitchen». Storage space are 
planned so that the user can have his food and kitchen usten-
sils right next to him.  

2018
One week workshop with Octave de Gaulle
Work in duet avec Oriane Rainero

1.How to use the kitchen
2.1:1 scale model 
3.Model in grey cardboard and foam
4.Research on what actions we needed
5.Example of use
6. View of the 1:1 model
7.Form research
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STRATA
RESEARCH BASED ON CUSTOMIZATION

Customized objects wear the print, the identity of the who 
made them. We customize our things to be able to tell them 
apart from others, but also so we, as individuals can be told 
apart from others. 

Customization can be made by different means, such as 
covering our computers with stickers, buying a hardcase for 
our phone, writing on our binders, doodling, adding a patch on 
a clothe, or a key ring to our keys...The only thing that matters 
here is that the object is recognizable and if we like it or not. 
Because to a certain expense, it represents us. 
Most of the time, people customize their own things. Taking 
part in the conception of an object allows the user to stren-
ghten their attachment to said object, but also to developp 
their creativity. I lead my project with this in mind, axing it so I 
could make the user inetrvene. 

Strata is based on participation. First, starting from an esta-
blished protocol, I gave a figurine of a house, made of plaster 
or wax and composed of several layers of colored material to 
some volunteers, and asked them to do whatever they wanted 
with it. Some carved the house, some drew on it, painted, 
peeled it...

Watching the leftovers of the wax houses made me take an 
interest into the shapes created by the superposition of layers.

I transposed this notion of layers and customization to some 
colored foam sheets, glued together. Here, the user can cut 
the block of foam, takes the leftovers and creates a pattern of 
their choice and own making. The pattern can be transformed 
into a poster or a wallpaper. 

2018
Diploma project

1.Leftovers of a wax house
2.Detail of a leftover, with different layers
3.Wax house, before a customization
4.Wax and plaster houses, customized by several people
5.Project 
6. Example of a pattern created by a cut in the foam block
7.Foam block cut
8.Another example of pattern
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100 POSTERS
DESIGN OF THE FUTURE/FUTURE OF DESIGN

2018
Workshop at the HBK (Hochschule der Bildenden Künste Saar), with Elamine 
Maecha and Emilie Pompelle)
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THE FUTURE
Tomorrow?
It’s not about designing the future, 
it’s about the future of design.

The goal of this workshop was to create 100 as a group. 
We used the phrase « it’s not about designing the future, it’s 
about the future of design” as a trademark, putting it on all 
of our posters. Walking through the city of Sarrebruck and in 
the school of the HBK, we took a lot of pictures, and we used 
these signs and symbols as a base for our bank of images. 

Making these posters, I reused principles that I experiment 
in my collages and personnal drawings. I made 12 posters, 
playing around the catchphrase, decomposing some phrases, 
words, letter by letter, or layering text, images, background 
and traces of colors.



DRAWINGS/COLLAGES
RESEARCH AND GRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS

Since several years, I draw in sketchbooks of various sizes 
(but mostly in A5), experimenting themes (vegetal, people, 
animals...) but also techniques (collages, pens, paint, pen-
cils...) and styles. 

I’m inspired by the things I like and interest me, being in illus-
tration, graphic novels, photography, graphic design, or more 
generally in life.

Sometimes, I do small «themes» sketchbooks, where I draw 
only one subject, or using only some colors or tools.

2018
Drawings brought out of sketchbooks




